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DATES:
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INSTRUCTORS:

SHOOTING HOUSE INSTRUCTOR COURSE
25-29 JUNE, 2018
FBI RANGE, NORTH CHICAGO, 890 FOSS PARK AVE, N.
CHICAGO, IL 60064
PAUL HOWE

Paul Howe/CSAT will instruct a five-day SHOOTING HOUSE INSTRUCTOR COURSE
at the FBI Range in N. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. A comprehensive list of units/departments
Paul has trained can be found at www.combatshootingandtactics.com
This class instructs students on the safe management of Live Fire Close Quarter Battle
training for both Tactical and Range personnel in the standard shooting house. The course
will address the following major topics:
Safety
Safe set-up
Surgical shooting (Rifle/Pistol)
Training methodology
Single Person CQB
1-2 Person CQB
Low Light

3-5 Person (Team) CQB
Multi-room CQB
Multi-team CQB
Multi-Breach Point CQB
Flash bang employment
Medical Emergencies
Sim Munitions Integration

This course will focus on the safety fundamentals required to execute this training.
Students will be tested with 3 classroom quizzes and several hands-on training scenarios.
Finally, students will be required to set-up and train fellow students in live fire CQB under
instructor supervision. A 70% pass rate will be required to successfully complete the
course.
We will run two-Shoot Houses concurrently, one Sims and one live fire. Students will learn
Safety and protocols for both. When not doing CQB, you will be instructing/supervising
individuals, two-person elements and teams conducting CQB.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: None
EQUIPMENT NEEDED: All normal tactical equipment including rifle, pistol, vest, helmet,
eye and ear protection to include hand held flash light. I have sim bolts for rifle and 3 sim pistols.
Bring your own Sim pistol if your agency has them.
Rifle Ball (or duty)
Pistol Ball (or duty)
Frange Rifle
Frange Pistol
Sim Pistol
Sim Rifle

250
250
200
200
100
100

Weather gear as required.
Host Hotels:
Candlewood Suites1100 US-45, Libertyville, IL 60048
Phone: (847) 247-9900
Due to the sensitive nature of this course, all students will be asked to provide agency I.D.’s.
This course is limited (25 students).
If agencies are paying, let me know who to invoice and send a W-9 to.
Cost: $975
E-mail Paul at paulkoko@hotmail.com to reserve a spot.

